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1 INTRODUCTION

The interpretation of gene expression studies is difficult because a large number of genes or other expressed sequences are profiled. Instead of individual genes, it has been proposed to analyze the expression of gene sets that correspond to biological processes. The Gene Ontology (GO; Harris et al., 2004) is an example source for biological process definitions and process-associated gene sets. The analysis of expression data in the context of gene sets can be performed by many different enrichment tests (Gatti et al., 2010; related work). These tests aim to detect gene sets exhibiting significant differential expression. However, it is not known a priori, which processes will be affected in a given expression experiment. This lack of a dependable standard-of-truth has prevented an objective selection and evaluation of enrichment tests on real data.

Targets of gene expression regulators such as transcription factors (TFs) and microRNAs (miRNAs) can also be treated as gene sets. TFs are regulatory proteins that bind to the promoter regions of target genes (TGs) to regulate their levels of expression (Chen et al., 2007; Hobert, 2008; Martínez and Wahlout, 2009). miRNAs are short (~22 nucleotides) non-coding RNAs that are incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to regulate the stability and translation of messenger RNA (mRNA) transcripts (Bartel, 2009; Naeem et al., 2010). The activity of such regulators is not visible on the mRNA level: TFs are frequently modulated at the post-transcriptional level (Boorsma et al., 2008) and miRNAs are usually not profiled. It is thus important to indirectly determine the activity of regulators by analyzing their TGs (Cheng and Rajewsky 2007; Hu, 2010). Here, the same tests are employed that were devised for analyzing biological processes (Cheng et al., 2009; Naeem et al., 2011).

We propose TFs and miRNAs and their associated sets of TGs for the rigorous evaluation of gene set enrichment tests. The experimental perturbation of regulators offers the required standard-of-truth that is not available for biological processes. Given regulator deletion or over-expression experiments, we consider the experimentally perturbed and the remaining regulators (with their corresponding sets of TGs) as positives and negatives, respectively. We thus evaluate the ability of statistical tests to infer the perturbed regulator from the expression of its TGs.

The present study, thereby conducts the first large comparison and rigorous assessment of 14 gene set enrichment tests on real data. We applied start-of-the-art statistical methods to test whether expression changes in regulator target sets might be due to chance. In the following sections, we review the field of gene set enrichment tests and describe our approach to rank enrichment tests.

1.1 Related work: gene set analyses

Long lists of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) derived from microarray experiments are used as a starting point to gain biological insights (Gatti et al., 2010). Several statistical methods for the analysis of sets of DEGs have been proposed (reviewed by Ackermann and Strimmer, 2009; Goeman and Bühlmann, 2007; Nam and Kim, 2008; Rivals et al., 2007). Most test for the over-representation of predefined sets of genes (e.g. Gene Ontology) in the DEGs (Al-Shahrour et al., 2004; Khatri and Draghici, 2005; Martin et al., 2004; Pavlidis et al., 2005; Pekonen et al., 2005; Yi et al., 2006; Zeeberg et al., 2003).

Gene set enrichment (GSE) analysis proposed by Mootha et al. (2003) and improved by Subramanian et al. (2005), uses an enrichment score based on a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. GSE analysis has been extended (Barry et al., 2005; Barry et al., 2008;
Huang et al., 2009) to cover multiclass, continuous phenotypes and more test statistics.

More recently, GSE tests have also been applied to gene sets representing TF or miRNA TGs. Sohler and Zimmer, (2005), Liu et al. (2010) and Essaghat et al. (2010) identified the activity of TFs by analyzing whether the TF-target gene sets are enriched among a list of DEGs using a hypergeometric (HG) test. GSE tests were also applied to detect expression changes of miRNAs based on the expression of their target gene sets (Fath et al., 2005; Ott et al., 2011; Sood et al., 2006; Tu et al., 2009). Recently, Cheng et al. (2009) proposed a test based on difference of ranks between the miRNA’s targets and the remaining genes.

Levine et al. (2006), Effen and Tibshirani (2006), Nam and Kim (2008) as well as Ackermann and Strimmer (2009) rigorously and thoroughly evaluated the performance of different tests on simulated data. Only limited supporting evidence on real data was provided here as this would require manually curated gold standards. None of the mentioned studies provide a comprehensive and rigorous comparative evaluation of tests based on real data.

2 DATASETS AND METHODS

2.1 TF-gene regulatory interactions

To investigate the influence of TFs on downstream TGs, we use TF-gene regulatory interactions to analyze large microarray compendia (Table 1). To facilitate the reproducibility of results, we only used publicly available datasets and sources in this study. From RegulonDB (Gama-Castro et al., 2007) and 270 (Y2; Chua et al., 2008) microarrays perturbing 263 TFs and 1377 TGs. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae network of 3940 interactions between 114 TFs and 1934 TGs were obtained from MacIsaac et al. (2009). It is considered less reliable than the E.coli network as suggested by the analysis of Narendra et al. (2011).

2.2 TF deletion and over-expression compendia

As summarized in Table 1, a compendium of 907 E.coli microarrays were taken from the M3D Database (Faith et al., 2008). It included knock-out (KO) and over-expression (OE) experiments for 17 TFs targeting 949 genes. In case of S.cerevisiae, we analyzed two compendia of 263 (V1; Hu et al., 2007) and 270 (Y2; Chua et al., 2006) microarrays perturbing 263 TFs and 55 TGs, respectively. In total, 102 TFs (targeting 1527 genes in Y1) and 48 TFs (targeting 1094 genes in Y2) were mapped to the known interactions. Basal gene levels in the datasets can be quite different between experiments. To compensate for this, we transform the absolute expression values into log2 fold-changes between deletion/over-expression and control. Fold-changes are computed by mapping a condition measuring a perturbed TF to one or more control conditions without the perturbation.

2.3 miRNA-target gene associations

Several computational algorithms have been developed to predict TGs of miRNAs. We obtained putative human miRNA-target pairs predicted by PITA (Kertesz et al., 2007), PICTAR (Krek et al., 2005) and TargetScan (2006) (Table 1).

Table 2. Assessment of gene set enrichment tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>miRNAs</th>
<th>TGs</th>
<th>Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB: mirSel</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>7604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB: TarBase</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>1023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB: MiRecords</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB: mir2Disease</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>3564</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR: PITA</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>14065</td>
<td>307465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR: PICTAR</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>5975</td>
<td>44403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR: TargetScan</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>9446</td>
<td>110172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 miRNA transfection compendia

We obtained 43 gene expression profiles of 18 different miRNA transfection (i.e. over-expression) studies in different human cell lines. Selbach et al. (2008) measured gene expression data in HeLa cells at 8h and 32h after miRNA over-expression of miR-155, miR-16 and let-7b. Expression profiles by He et al. (2007) include gene expression changes at 24h after miRNA over-expression of miR-34a and miR-34b, in six different cell lines (i.e. HCT116 Dicer `-/-`). Geiges et al. (2008) measured p53-inducible miRNAs, miR-192 and miR-215, at 10h and 24h after miRNA transfection in a human cell line (i.e. HCT116 Dicer `-/-`). Baek et al. (2006) measured the gene expression data in HeLa cells at 24h after miR-124, miR-1 and miR-181a transfection. Expression data were also measured by Grimmon et al. (2007) in HeLa cells at 12h and 24h after over-expression of miR-7, −9, −122, −128, −132, −133, −142 and −181a.

2.5 Assessment of TF and miRNA activity

To determine activity changes of TFs and miRNAs, we apply several gene set enrichment approaches to test the null hypothesis (H0) whether the expression levels of regulator downstream targets could be sampled from the background distribution of the remaining (i.e. non-target) genes. Our approach to assess gene set enrichment tests is depicted in Figure 1. In the following sections, we describe how the standard-of-truth is derived and how sign annotations are used to treat the up- and down-regulation of TGs. In our assessment scenario, we evaluate the ability of statistical tests to infer an experimentally perturbed (i.e. deleted or over-expressed) regulator from the expression of its TG (see Section 2.9). Thus, the identities of the perturbed regulators represent the standard-of-truth. It is compiled into a label matrix that assigns 1 if the given regulator is perturbed in a given measurement or 0 otherwise (Fig. 1).

Some TFs are excluded from the assessment. We exclude TFs that exhibit fold-changes smaller than a predefined threshold. Here, it is unclear whether the perturbation was effective. We also exclude TFs that exhibit large fold-changes but have not been directly perturbed: they could be direct or indirect targets of a perturbed TF. By varying fold-change thresholds (see Section 3), the performance dependency on the definition of positives can be explored. Since the expression levels of miRNAs have not been measured, all miRNAs are used to determine the performance of tests.

2.6 Preprocessing of the data matrix

Before applying enrichment tests, the given gene expression measurements can be preprocessed, so that the interaction signs are either utilized or neglected, i.e. that a TF activates (+) or inhibits (−) a given target.
Fig. 1. Overview. The matrix of mRNA fold-changes consists of [genes] rows and [chips] columns. Chips are annotated by the treatment, e.g. triangle = deletion or up arrow = over-expression of TFs. This annotation is (a) compiled into a label matrix to represent the standard-of-truth. Perturbation of a regulator results in up- (red) or down-regulation (blue) of its TGs. After (b) processing the data matrix (Fig. 2), GSE tests are (c) applied to determine the activity of regulators based on the expression of TGs. The resulting score matrix (e.g. P-values) is compared with the label matrix to (d) compute the AUROC.

The statistical tests below evaluate the null hypothesis that the two distributions of log₂ fold-changes of targets and non-targets of a given regulator differ. The first category are over-representation tests [Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and HG] that do not take the expression values or their ranks into account. The KS test (Nikiforov, 1992; Siegel, 1956) estimates the maximum possible enrichment by varying the length of the lists of genes. In contrast, the HG test (Spiegel, 1992) requires a threshold parameter to select DEGs. We select genes exhibiting fold-changes >0.5, 1.0 or 1.5 (see Supplementary Material 2 for additional thresholds). For a given regulator, i, the P-value is computed via:

\[ P_{HG} = 1 - \sum_{j=0}^{m} \binom{m}{j} \left( \frac{N - m}{N} \right) \left( \frac{m - j}{m} \right) \]

where N is the population size or number of DEGs in a given chip measurement; m is the number of successes in a population or a set of DEGs; and x is the number of common DEGs in m and x.

ANOVA and the bootstrap test (BT) are evaluated on the gene expression values. In the given setting, the two-sample ANOVA are equivalent to the t-test (Miller, 1997). BT (Effron and Tibshirani, 1993) calculates the statistic for two bootstrap samples drawn randomly from the original data of regulator targets and non-targets, and then calculates the proportion of these that are less than or equal to the lower tail, greater than or equal to the upper tail, or either (two tails). Bootstrap is based on the difference in means measured by the t-test. In contrast to ANOVA and BT, the null hypothesis of the Wilcoxon non-parametric rank-sum method [WR; Mann and Whitney, 1947; Lehmann, 1975] tests whether regulator targets exhibit no significant rank differences in comparison to other (non-targets) genes. The ranks are derived by sorting the genes based on either their absolute or signed log fold-changes (Fig. 2).

If the rank distributions of targets and non-targets of the tested regulator are significantly different, the null hypothesis will be rejected. We refer to such a TF/miRNA as active regulator for the tested experiment. In contrast to KS and HG, expression values or their ranks are used by ANOVA, BT and WR. The latter three tests can thus effectively take the noise levels of genes into account. The test statistics of all tests discussed so far result in P-values, i.e. the probability that the observed differences between distributions are due to chance.

We further analyze several tests calculated based on fold-changes. The average fold-change (FC-score) of a regulator is defined as the difference of the average mean expression levels between its targets and non-targets. A positive FC-score indicates that the TGs of a regulator are expressed at higher levels than non-TGs. The higher is the FC-score, the stronger is the effect of a regulator on its targets (Cheng et al., 2009).
The average gene rank (FCR-score) of a regulator is defined as the difference of the average rank between its targets ($T_{avg}$) and non-targets ($nT_{avg}$). The genes ranks were derived by sorting them based on their absolute or signed fold-changes:

$$\text{FCR} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_i - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} t'_i$$

where for a given regulator, $n$ and $j$ represent the number and $t_i$ and $t'_i$ represent the ranks of regulator targets and non-targets, respectively.

The average fold-change rank weight (FCRW-score) of a regulator is defined as the difference of the combined average rank and expression levels between its targets and non targets. We derive the ranks of genes by sorting them based on their absolute or signed fold-changes (Fig. 2):

$$\text{FCRW} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i t_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i} - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i t'_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i}$$

where $w_i$ and $w'_i$ are the ranks and $t_i$ and $t'_i$ are the fold-changes of targets and non-targets, respectively.

Median: The median (MED) of a regulator activity is defined as the difference of the median expression levels between its targets and non-targets.

Consensus prediction: A number of tests have been applied to TF to test for over-representation of its targets among the DEGs. For each test, ranks of the regulators are determined by sorting them based on their scores. We define a consensus score (CON) based on the unweighted average of the ranks of a regulator determined by other statistical methods/tests as described above. This approach is called Borda count voting (Borda, 1781). For a given regulator, the consensus score is calculated as:

$$\text{CON} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{ji}$$

where $n$ represents the number of tests applied to calculate the significance of a regulator in a given experiment. Thus, $R_{ji}$ represents the rank of a regulator $j$ for a given statistical test $i$.

We also analyzed two recently developed tests, the Gene Set Z-score (GSZ, Törönen et al., 2009) and the model-based gene set analysis (MGSA; Bauer et al., 2010). GSZ combines features of the KS test (estimating the maximum enrichment) and the fold-change based methods that compare mean expression of targets and non-targets. MGSA models gene responses via Bayesian networks. In contrast to the tests described above, both GSZ and MGSA analyze all gene sets at once. Similar to the HG test, MGSA requires a threshold (used 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 as for the HG test) to determine differentially expressed genes. Due to performance issues, the more involved permutation analyses were not performed for GSZ and MGSA.

### 3 RESULTS

#### 3.1 Detection of TF activity without sign annotations

We first evaluate the ability of the applied enrichment tests to predict TFs that have been deleted or over-expressed. At this point, sign annotations are ignored, i.e. we test $H^{0\_s\_0}$. Perturbations are only considered effective if the TFs exhibit a fold-change of at least 2 or $<0.5$. Conversely, substantial fold-changes in non-perturbed (secondary) TFs can be due to a direct or indirect effect from the perturbed (primary) TFs. Such cases are also excluded from the evaluation. In case of negative examples, we vary the fold-change cutoff to explore its influence on the performance of the enrichment tests (Fig. 3). At a higher cutoff, more negative examples are included in the analysis, which leads to a slightly decreased performance but hardly influences the overall ranking of enrichment tests (see Table 3 for AUROCs at a cutoff of 0.5).

In addition, we also combine individual tests into a consensus. The scores in the individual score matrices (Fig. 1) are transformed into ranks and averaged. Although some of the constituent tests hardly perform better than random, the consensus shows consistently good results across all scenarios.

#### 3.2 Detection of TF activity with sign annotations

This section evaluates if test performance can be improved by exploiting the annotation provided by RegulonDB. This annotation distinguishes whether the TF activates or inhibits a given TG. $H^{0\_s\_0}$ as applied in the previous section, tests only for differential expression. By using $H^{0\_s\_0}$ instead, we also test whether the fold-changes observed in TF targets are consistent with the interaction sign annotations. Neglecting signs slightly but consistently improves the performance of enrichment tests (Table 3).

To evaluate why the interaction sign annotations do not improve our results, we compare the signs to the observed fold-changes. Activating interactions conform to our expectation, i.e. up- (or down-) regulation of a TF causes up- (or down-) regulation, respectively, of their TGs. In case of inhibiting relationships, we expect opposite fold-changes in TFs and TGs. This occurs only rarely in the data at hand (Fig. 4) and thus explains the reduction in the performance of the signed tests.
3.3 Test performance on *E. coli* versus *S. cerevisiae*

In addition, we also apply the enrichment tests to expression compendia in *S. cerevisiae*. The overall ranking of tests is very consistent between prokaryotic and eukaryotic datasets. The performance for *S. cerevisiae* is somewhat lower than that for *E. coli*. These results might be due to the better quality of gene regulatory networks in *E. coli* (Narendra et al., 2011).

3.4 Detection of miRNA activity

In addition to TF-target relationships, we also evaluate miRNA target relationships based on miRNA transfection experiments in human cell lines. Here, a range of miRNA-target set definitions are employed: databases only (AUROC ANOVA 0.63), DBs+PICTAR+TargetScan (high precision prediction tools, AUROC ANOVA 0.83) and DBs+PICTAR (high recall prediction tool, AUROC ANOVA 0.84). Although, the quality of computational miRNA target predictions has been discussed controversially (e.g. Ritchie et al., 2009), they are required to complement manual repositories, which appear to be not sufficiently comprehensive for this analysis. Although this setting deviates considerably from the previously discussed ones, the overall ranking of methods is again very consistent (Fig. 5). An exception is HG-0.5 showing the third best performance after ANOVA and GSZ.

3.5 Randomized testing

To determine how the test performance depends on the quality of the available gene regulatory networks, we progressively randomize the regulator target sets. The ability of the different tests to infer the activity of TFs is surprisingly stable even if, on average, 50% of the gene regulatory network is randomized (Fig. 5).

3.6 Overall ranking of methods

Average ranks for the examined tests are computed based on their performance across different partially randomized expression compendia (*E. coli, S. cerevisiae* and human) and different scenarios ($H_0^{in}$ versus $H_0^{out}$). Thereby, we derive the following ordering of methods: ANOVA > GSZ > CON > WR > HG-0.5 > FCR > KS > HG-1.0 > BT > HG-1.5 > FC > MED > FCRW > MGSA. ANOVA, GSZ, CON and WR perform consistently well across all scenarios. While HG-0.5, FCR and KS also deliver usable results but fail in individual scenarios, the remaining tests (HG-1.0, BT, HG-1.5, FC, MED, FCRW and MGSA) performed below average across several scenarios (Table 3). We note that predictions by several methods are quite similar (see Supplementary Material 3) so a consensus of just ANOVA, WR and HG-0.5 is sufficient to improve the AUROC in *E. coli* from 0.80 to 0.84.

### 4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Gene set enrichment tests have been devised to detect an over-representation of differentially expressed genes in predefined gene sets that correspond to biological processes. A dependable standard-of-truth is not available since it is difficult to decide a priori, which biological processes will be affected on the mRNA level. This has previously prevented the objective selection and evaluation of enrichment tests on real measurements. Instead, we derived gene sets from the targets of gene expression regulators (miRNAs and TFs) whose experimental perturbation directly offers the required standard-of-truth. In this setting, we evaluated the ability of 14 sets that correspond to biological processes. A dependable standard-of-truth. In this setting, we evaluated the ability of 14 sets that correspond to biological processes. A dependable standard-of-truth. In this setting, we evaluated the ability of 14 sets that correspond to biological processes. A dependable standard-of-truth. In this setting, we evaluated the ability of 14 sets that correspond to biological processes.

Despite the diverse test performance (AUC between 0.5 and 0.86 for *E. coli*), an unweighted consensus of all approaches consistently showed good results. Analogously, the GSZ score

---

**Table 3. AUROC (±SDs) for enrichment tests across expression compendia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enrichment tests</th>
<th><em>E. coli</em> TFs</th>
<th><em>S. cerevisiae</em> TFs</th>
<th>Human miRNAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($H_0^{in}$)</td>
<td>($H_0^{out}$)</td>
<td>($H_0^{in}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>0.86 (±0.03)</td>
<td>0.66 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.71 (±0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSZ</td>
<td>0.82 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.67 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.69 (±0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0.80 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.60 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.73 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR</td>
<td>0.83 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.64 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.71 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG-0.5</td>
<td>0.80 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.72 (±0.06)</td>
<td>0.70 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCR</td>
<td>0.74 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.53 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.71 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>0.81 (±0.06)</td>
<td>0.69 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.64 (±0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>0.72 (±0.03)</td>
<td>0.51 (±0.03)</td>
<td>0.72 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.72 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.51 (±0.03)</td>
<td>0.75 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>0.67 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.50 (±0.03)</td>
<td>0.69 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG-1.0</td>
<td>0.78 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.71 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.68 (±0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG-1.5</td>
<td>0.73 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.67 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.72 (±0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCRW</td>
<td>0.56 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.50 (±0.002)</td>
<td>0.56 (±0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGSA-0.5</td>
<td>0.63 (±0.08)</td>
<td>0.61 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.53 (±0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The order reflects the overall ranking of methods (see section 3.6).
Assessment of gene set enrichment tests

Fig. 5. Progressive randomization of gene regulatory networks. Relationships are randomized in steps of 25% (100% = full randomization). In each case, the average AUROC from 100 randomized networks is shown. The order of curves at 0% corresponds to the order of methods in the legend.

(Törönen et al., 2009) combining features from enrichment and fold-change based methods also showed very good results. Parametric tests expecting normally distributed data such as ANOVA performed well as the data used in our study are indeed approximately normal (see Supplementary Material 3 or Zien et al., 2000).

Surprisingly, test performance did not improve by using interaction signs (activation versus inhibition). Here, we tested whether the fold-changes observed in TF targets are consistent with the given interaction sign annotations. Fold-changes and signs were clearly consistent in case of activation where activators caused target expression changes of the same sign. We did not find such coherent relationships between the fold-changes of repressors and their targets. According to Herrgård et al. (2003), this low correlation can be explained by the observation that either inhibitors or their targets exhibit low expression levels that are not profiled reliably.

To ensure the wide applicability of our results, we employed a variety of settings. In terms of microarray data, we used TF perturbations in E.coli (one expression compendium) and S.cerevisiae (two compendia) to compare results between a prokaryote and a eukaryote model organism. We also analyzed a third setting, the transfection of human cell lines with miRNAs. Performance on S.cerevisiae and human is lower than that for E.coli, which might be due to the lower quality of the available TF/-miRNA-target networks and the more complex regulation in eukaryotes (Hu et al., 2007; Michoel et al., 2009; Narendra et al., 2011).

The performance ranking of the tests was very consistent between each of the examined scenarios, with several methods always performing substantially better than random guessing. We thus expect that the ranking of the 14 tests will be meaningful in novel settings that deviate from the ones described here. An example is the application of the tests to biological processes, where we expect the consensus to yield the most reliable results.

Via an additional permutation approach, we analyzed how enrichment tests depend on the quality and comprehensiveness of the known regulator-target relationships. Most methods showed only a moderate decrease in performance even after randomizing 50% of the gene regulatory network. We therefore conclude that the gene set definitions derived from the known gene regulatory interactions are sufficient to enable the comparative assessment of enrichment tests as well as the detection of regulator activities in real mRNA expression compendia.
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